MRI strain imaging of the carotid artery: present limitations and future challenges.
Rupture of atherosclerotic plaques in the carotid artery is a main cause of stroke. Current diagnostics are not sufficient to identify all rupture-prone plaques, and studies have shown that biomechanical factors improve current plaque risk assessment. Strain imaging may be a valuable contribution to this risk assessment. MRI is a versatile imaging technique that offers various methods that are capable of measuring tissue strain. In this review, MR imaging techniques with displacement (DENSE), velocity (PC MRI), or strain (SENC) encoding protocols are discussed, together with post-processing techniques based on time-resolved MRI data. Although several MRI techniques are being developed to improve time-resolved MR imaging, current technical limitations related to spatial and temporal resolutions render MRI strain imaging currently unfit for carotid plaque strain evaluation. A novel approach using non-rigid image registration of MR images to determine strain in carotid arteries based on black blood cine MRI is proposed in this review. This and other post-processing techniques based on time-resolved MRI data may provide a good estimate of plaque strain, but are also dependent on the spatial and temporal resolution of the MR images. However, they seem to be the most promising approach for MRI based plaque strain analysis in the near future.